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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study is to translate a cluster of three related nursery rhymes
from the Taiwanese oral tradition for the immigrant community and a greater Western audience.
The study will incorporate tools in American English poetics as well as anthropology to interpret
the symbols that would make this genre accessible and meaningful.
This thesis will begin with a concise overview of Taiwanese as a language variant of Southern
Min Chinese insofar as how these linguistic traits affect a credible translation. This report will
outline relevant aspects of the language's oral tradition as well as the written systems that have
been created to record it.
Once this is established the first major part of this thesis will comprise of a cluster of three
nursery rhyme translations. The latter two rhymes will be employed to help interpret the
characters and meanings of the first.
This latter part of the thesis carries an anthropological argument: food in the Taiwanese oral
tradition operates as cultural symbols. As the first part of the thesis concerns translation and the
importance of interpreting the symbols of Taiwanese cultural characteristics, this anthropological
argument establishes food as having unique value in the genre.

2

Stories "die" when people stop telling them. Stories stop being told when the people who
tell them change, be it across generations or across the sea. Taiwanese folk traditions are not
excluded from this. For immigrants such as me, all we can remember are the nursery rhymes we
heard as children - even if we cannot recite them well, being out ofpractice. We forget but yet
have the urge to remember, to retain a sense of where we came from and who we once were
despite knowing how things inevitably fall apart over time. Memory is inherently corrupt: but
stories live by re-telling, through re-vision.
Taiwanese is a linguistic variant of Southern Min Chinese, as opposed to being a dialect
1

or a separate language altogether • Due to geopolitical factors and strong regional diversity, the
language is largely oral; there are so far twelve different recognized systems for transcribing the
language. One widely used system is that oftaking the closest phonic cognate in the Han
2

Chinese written language (i.e., Hanzi) to represent the sounds and sense ofTaiwanese . For
example, whereas Han Chinese has only five tone variations Taiwanese has eight. The
logographic system of Hanzi then offers clues to the appropriate tone as well as indicating the
presence of diphthongs and other phonology. This manner oftranscription is the most common
in Taiwanese primary schools, especially in the education ofnursery rhymes.
While the Han language transcription system is generally comprehensible and widely
recognized in Taiwan, the meaning of colloquialisms and regional jargon is often lost even from
3

one textbook edition to another. While this system clearly reflects Saussure's concepts of how

Henning Kloter, Written Taiwanese, Germany: Hubert & Co., 2005. 1-3.
Ibid, 15.
3
Ferdinand de Saussure. Courses in General Linguistics. New York: McGraw Hill. 65-78.
1

2
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sign and signifier combine to create some sense, the meaning becomes corrupt over time because
the transcription is loose and arbitrary - much like the game of telephone.
4

What is at stake then is the preservation of indices that are embedded in these texts.
Pierce argues in his theory of semiotics that symbols are "something which stands to somebody
for something in some capacit/. 11 In the case of Taiwanese nursery rhymes, for example, this
would mean Taiwanese cultural/regional motifs which stands to an internationalizing audience
for understanding and enjoyment in context and preservation. What we need then for an audience
of immigrants and non-national readers are translations that contain an interpretation of these
symbols.
A way to keep traditional Taiwanese nursery rhymes "alive" then is through translation.
This is not a straightforward process in many respects. Implicit in the act of translation is
creative compromise: a translation is a bastard child between understanding the cultural nuances
of the first language and the interpretative capabilities and accommodations of the second. More
often than not, the translator has to choose between degrees of authenticity to this latter property
while paying due respect to the rules of the former. After all, there would be no need for a
translation should languages so readily shift forms from one culture to another; full authenticity
is a myth. What is essential rather is recognizing the translated product, the bastard child, as its
own work, a creative piece in its own right. The translator is responsible for the dialectical
6

tension in this product: How can the work properly reflect the heritage of the original tradition ?

Alessandro Duranti. Linguistic Anthropology, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 17-20.
Charles Peirce, The Collected Papers ofC. S. Peirce. Vol. 1- 8, Cambridge: Harvard University
Press.
6
Duranti, 154. "[Translation] implies an understanding not only of the immediate context but
also of more general assumptions, such as a people's worldview, including their ways of relating
the use of language with social action."
4
5
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How can the work be best communicated in a new language given its own heritage and
mechanics? Most importantly, has the translator crafted worthy stories that will be told again and
again in these new contexts? These two questions are the translators' guiding principles and will
be referenced in this thesis. To begin then the following is a prose interpretations of the first of
three rhymes common to the Taiwanese countryside that attempt to follow the syntax of
Taiwanese:
Prose Interpretation #1

7

The Northwest Rain Falls and Falls
The Northwest Rain falls and falls. The Carp Boy is taking a wife-Brother Tau beats the
clanging gong and the leather drum to the beats of an enamored heart, to the beat of the
raindrops. The catfish woman with her whiskers plays matchmaker at the head of the parade.
The day's head had grown dark; no road can be touched with outstretched arms. Hurry, come
close, firefly, Auntie Golden Fire. Make your heart good, make it glow to light the road, as the
Northwest Rain falls and falls.
The Northwest Rain falls and falls. The White Egret hurries down the road, stripping the wet
paddy dirt with his long legs, ankle deep, moving mountain tops and stepping across river
streams, only to not find his nest in the hills and to trip over his own legs.
The day's head is growing dark-how do we make good of this? Land Father, Land Mother
won't you be good to the wanderers, and bring us the road? Come guide us across the road, as
the Northwest Rain falls and falls.
While this prose interpretation is intelligible, it does not take into account the second
principle of the translator: that of re-vision in the context and traditions of the host language from

7

"

e!i�t�'ilffi:51," accessed January 21, 2013, http://www.hyes.tyc.edu.tw/~sk7/s2.htm.

A version of the nursery rhyme transcribed in Han characters:

e!i=ltffiiiil51.
B �llilU!ii§.
e!i=ltmiiffi:51.
BBllli ���f.

llfffi �¥¥, �ia£ta&llt. �A�ff±lUl.
��*!k1tt.!i, #&�f,i:,,*lfflK. e!i=ltr-lf00:00:tio
s••*nK, •lll•�;i5iiJ. ttJiill!miJt-il'J.
±tt!!�±tt!!�. #&�1i:,,3R$i§, e!i=ltifiOO:ffi::i o
5

the transmitting language. For example, even though the prose here has grammatical and
mechanical sense, expressions such as "The day's head is growing dark" have no cognate or
equivalent in American English. This is also exemplified by characters such as Auntie Golden
Fire and Carp Boy: the firefly has distinctly different status in each culture and the former is not
even a native species to any parts of the English-speaking world. While these expressions may be
vaguely familiar to an audience familiar with Taiwanese tradition, it would not suffice to have to
infer meaning only through connotations; this is imprecise and counterintuitive to the myth of
absolute authenticity as aforementioned in my opening statement. In only adhering to the first
translator's principle of maintaining authenticity, the prose thereby render only impressions of
the primary text and are not valid interpretations.
In order to apply the appropriate rules of poetics to satisfy rule number two, one must
create at minimum a linguistic and cultural index - or otherwise risk propagating an exotic
commodity that thrives on interpretations heretofore created by poets such as Ezra Pound and
W.S. Merwin. This is not to say that both figures are without credit in their field: only to say that
their translations are incomplete or biased and in turn demand that I propose my own method.
Pound, for example, not only admits a complete lack of knowledge of the Chinese language but
8

in fact translates second-hand from the notes of Ernest Fenollosa • Although the Imagistic
tradition exists in its own right as not only an important cultural and literary movement in
aesthetics, it has also effected lasting impact on how any Chinese language poetry has been
interpreted and, I would argue, fostered a lack of valid translations.

8

Wai-lim Yip. Ezra Pound's Cathay. New Jersey, Princeton University Press.

6

This "tradition" ofexotic commoditization persists even now in works as by W. S.
Merwin, a renowned and respected poet - a former U.S. Poet Laureate - and perhaps a more
9

sound translator in other languages . He too has based his translations ofChinese language
poetry on other English versions, as in the following ofthe classical Chinese poet Li Po:
I wake an� my bed is gleaming with moonlight
Frozen into the dazzling whiteness I look up
To the moon herself
10
And lie thinking ofhome
While the interpretation here follows Imagist aesthetics and is artful in and of itself, this version
11

leaves out at least the latter halfofthe original text and reflects no sign ofthe original sound
scheme or syntax - and takes no account thereof. The version then is selective, or biased, and
incomplete at best. In effect, the tradition heretofore of Chinese language poetry has been one
based on hearsay and tangential stereotypes: an Imagistic approach riding on such themes is
interpretive at best, no matter how artful, for it only satisfies the bias ofthe second rule and
neglects the first oftranslation.
A descriptive linguistics report and itemization ofcultural symbols in context then are
essential for not only valid but also sound interpretations - warrants for artistic liberties with
integrity. Without this foundation, there can be no elaboration. Without elaboration, there can be
no genre ofTaiwanese literature in translation. Equally so, there can be no literary
understanding, no meaning, ifthere is no such genre in development. One aspect that is key to
analysis is the understanding ofsymbols in cultural context. A symbol, in the literary and

I cannot vouch for his translations ofSpanish, Greek, French, or other languages.
W. S. Merwin, Selected Translations 1948-1968. New York: Atheneum, 1979. 5.
11
The omission centers on the idea of"home," which is reflected in the imagery of a mother
mending clothes in the original - a crucial Confucian trope on filial piety and motherly love.

9

10

7

anthropological sense is best understood as Peirce's "something which stands to somebody as
something in some capacity

12

."

They serve as more appropriate cognitive anchors here than

Saussure's concept of sign and signified as symbol, since we are dealing in a largely oral
tradition with arbitrary systems of transcription.
The following then is a rendition in the style of American English poetics followed by a
descriptive linguistic report

13

:

The Northwest Rain: Rainy Season in the Taiwanese Countryside
The Northwest Rain falls
and falls -- on Carp Boy's wedding day.
Brother Tau beats the clanging gong,
slaps the leather drum, open-fin slaps
to the beat of ringing raindrops.
Catfish Woman marches ahead
as matchmaker, her long whiskers wet
with sweat, gleaming with the Carps' gold.
The day's head had grown dark -no road can be touched with outstretched arms.
Hurry, come close, firefly, Aunt Golden Fire.
Make your heart good: make it glow
upon the muddy pools on the country path,
as the Northwest Rain falls and falls.
The Northwest Rain falls and falls,
as the White Egret hurries down the road,
stripping the wet paddy dirt with his long legs,
ankle deep, moving mountain tops,
stepping across river streams, only to miss
Charles Peirce, The Collected Papers ofC. S. Peirce. Vol. 1- 8, Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1958.
13
Duranti, 161. "Transcription is a selective process, aimed at highlighting certain aspects of the
interaction for specific research goals." In this case, the descriptive linguistic report is compiled
to explicate character-action/agent-patient relationships so that symbols can be elaborated.
12

8

his nest in the hills, and to trip over his long legs.
1

The day's head \s growing dark-how do we make good ofthis?
Land Father, Land Mother -won't you be good to the wanderers,
and bring them the road? Come guide us
across the way, as the Northwest Rain falls and falls.
This first descriptive linguistics report attempts to describe the construction ofthe
Taiwanese nursery rhyme as transcribed using the Han Chinese system. This report will present
first a description ofverse structure, syntactical relationships, and cultural context.
Firstly, here again is the version of the nursery rhyme used in the translation as
transcribed in Han characters. To reiterate, this is a phonetic transcription ofthe oral tradition
(marked for ease ofreference):

E�tffiitli:s'i
1.

2.

E§�tmm:mri.

a Mltff�Mil.

Mlff1.t t--¥¥.

�ta,uaan.

�.A.�ff ±11.tt.

��**fi�. iit�f,C,,*lfflil. Ejtffiil!ffiJi o

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. W�tffiiiIffi:s'i, B tilt *�Ill. MllJ -itW!�ifpJ, ttfflUIJfb� -ill.
4. SRQ!tff t--��r. ±!'IB�±i'I!!�. M�,C,,*ffili!, e§�tffiffi:Iffi:s'i o

In this transcription, the nursery rhyme is presented as having sixteen morphemes set off
by commas. As indicated above in my annotation, the rhyme presents two different narrative
15

lines and a common morpheme that serves as a refrain, repeated four different times to indicate
6

beginning and end (underlined). Each morpheme contains six distinct phonemes 1 , indicated with
a Traditional Mandarin Chinese character. These are further delineated by the tonal variations of
The light in the sky.
Duranti 174. "The smallest sequence ofsound to carry independent meaning."
16
Duranti, 168. "...classes ofsounds ...that can be combined in a sequence to form larger,
meaningful units."
14

15

9

the Taiwanese language, hence giving the transcription of some morphemes seven characters
when there are really six phonemes. The extra character denotes a diphthong that is crucial to the
morpheme formation as will be further explained in the itemization to follow.
These two parts are unified by the refrain "��tffiliiijJ" - which roughly translates as,
"The Northwest Rain falls and falls." Structurally, this is a framing element that unifies the two
different narrative lines - but necessarily on the level of motif, for this is a rhyme for children
connecting animals common to country life with a local phenomenon, the unpredictable,
late-summer downpours from the Northwest.
In the spoken Taiwanese, the rhyme in each line, as at the end of each morpheme, is
aabb. This rhyme scheme actual repeats in all four lines and thereby results in parallels, a useful

device for children to remember the rhyme and thereby oral transmission.
With this structure in mind, the next step in analysis is a verification of agent-patient
17

relationships in syntax. In the following table, I've coupled each morpheme with a direct
attribution of agent (a) causing action (v for verb) onto a patient (p) if present. I've retained
below the structural annotations from the previous step.
1.1 ffi�tffiiliijJ,

-a ��tffi (a) iiiisi (v); The Northwest rain as agent falling

1.2 Mlff1.t 1-- ¥¥.

a IJ)ffj.t (a) 1-- �¥ (v); Carp boy as agent marrying

1.3

li!i°ia5ttaall.

a l\'if:t5t (a) H3 (v) jljl (p); Tau Mackerel Brother hits the marital gong

and drum
1.4 �A.�ff±ilJI.

a ±ill.I (a) ff 18 (v) �A.� (p); (Fish) is playing matchmaker.

Duranti, 193-197.
The diminutive ff indicates here a reversal of subject-verb, placing the direct object, her being
the role of matchmaker before the subject. This does not invert the agent-patient relationship as
11

18

end ofline 1
2.1 Bff.illifflff#!!tlffl., a BR.I (a) Iii (v); The day darkens. [sic] (a) ffliM (v) i§ (p); [sic] cannot
find the road.
*There are two agent-patient relationships here. This morpheme is an expression in the tradition
of phrases such as, "Dawn with her rose-red fingers shone once more" as in The Iliad of Homer.
2.2!!1Hl�!k1i�. a��* (v) !k1i� (a); Come, Auntie Firefly.
2.3 itt�r1C,,*lffl§. a!k1t�(a), from the previous morpheme, {tt�1C,,(vl) *lffl (v2) lffl. (p); Be
good , come light the road.
2.4 e!i�tffi'ililBio

-a e§�tffi (a) iii1Bi (v); The Northwest rain as agent falling end ofline 2

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.1 g§�l:ffi'il'ilrio -a E§�l:ffi (a) Iiilri (v); The Northwest rain as agent falling end of line
3.2Bftlt*ffB. a BKlt (a) *ffffl (v); White Egret hurry
3.3 tiill.J.il;ifliJ.

aBtlll (a), from the previous morpheme, tiill.Ja (vl) iM!;ifliJ (v2);

moving across mountaintops and crossing riverstreams
3.4 ttMIIISIIMt-if!J,

aBKlt (a), from 3.2, tt#lltllldl (vl) lijt-if!J (v2); finds no nest and trips

end ofline 3
4.1 B MIii

f-.��T. aB�(a) Off(v); the day darkens. f-.��; a colloquialism that roughly

means "what to do?", or more precisely, "how to make well?"
4.2 ±tle1}±±tf!�, a±±tf!1} (al) ±±If!� (a2); Land Father, Land Mother
4.31f&�1C,,*fflffl. a {tt�::f,C,, (vl) *fflffl (v2); roughly as, in context, "Be good (to us) and
guide us along (the road)" or more literally "Be Good , Bring the Road"

the fish is still playing the role of matchmaker - the morpheme denoted by the diminutive does
not indicate "The matchmaker is the fish."
11

4.4 ffi�tf:ffiiii5io a.E§�tm (a) iiwlri (v); The Northwest rain as agent falling end ofline
end ofline 4
I've hereby shown a dissection ofsyntactical relationships, indicating through notes and
minimal interpretation how each morpheme are connected within each unit and with each other
for the formation ofan index of character-action, or agent-patient, relationships forming two
distinct narrative lines. This process will not be necessary for the next two rhymes as the
relationship in the Han Chinese transcription has already been elaborated here.
With this established, I will now offer an elaboration on cultural symbols in context,
especially that ofthe anthropomorphized animals. These units will be annotated with line and
morpheme unit number as in the sample above.
1.1 ffi�tffi'iiwi51: The Northwest Rain is monsoonal, fertile and destructive. It is essential to
good harvest; but also the chiefcontributor to deadly mud slides. The direction ofthe rain is not
so important here as is its omnipresence. The Northwest rain, according to my relatives who are
from the central Taiwanese countryside, is unpredictable: one moment the sun still sits in the
sky; in a blink, it is dark as night and the rain (literally) beats down all around. The presence of
water is embodied as well in later elements such as the rice paddies. In a sense, the fate ofthe
marriage and the marriage procession hangs in the precarious life-death balance ofthis
monsoonal rain. The rain is therefore concrete sensory detail and motif.
1.2 MHf 1A: The Carp fish is here anthropomorphized as a groom taking a bride. In a traditional
Taiwanese marriage, the groom marches with family and neighbors to the bride's home to
receive the bride. This is in line with the tradition ofabsorbing the bride into the groom's family,
having the new bride take on the groom's family name and becoming a member. Carp is also not

12

edible: a vanity pet. The groom is thereby a splendid creature, perhaps a catch for the bride and
her family.
1.3

tiift ,t: Here the Tau Mackerel is anthropomorphized as a procession leader, a brother,

sounding the traditional gong and drum. The percussion is meant to parallel the sound of the
Northwest rain, which is as loud and steady as the gong and drum-deafening. This type offish
is also common cuisine: omnipresent and familiar to the Taiwanese. Tau Mackerel's familiarity
perhaps make him a lower-grade commodity, a less-splendid character and in the background.
1.4 ±il�.I: A species of catfish with distinct "whiskers" in the tradition ofthe Taiwanese
matchmaker caricature in dramatic representations. Matchmakers are typically older women who
are no longer physically attractive, often represented as androgynous trickster characters. Catfish
is a bottom feeder, hence the affiliation as a third-party matchmaker who deals in money.
2.2 *tit.!i: Firefly. The attribution of t.!i denotes auntie and thereby familial characteristics. As
this is a nursery rhyme filled with animal characters familiar to the country, these familial
attributes are given to seemingly frame them in a human social context.
3.2/3.4

BtlM/dldJ: The white egret is a bird common to rice paddies. They are often seen

standing deep in the water with their long thin legs. Hence, the white egret is evoked as the
character hurrying home on long legs only to trip before finding his nest. The white egret
tripping is a common theme in Taiwanese folk rhymes. On the other hand, the white egret also
operates doubly as its own foil. This type of bird is depicted in other rhymes in pairs, as
inseparable lovers. The fact that one white egret is hurrying home presumably to his family
brings perspective to the fishes' marriage procession.

13

4.2 ±tt!!1} and ±ti!!�: The land father and land mother are local deities. More specifically,
they watch over specific areas of land. Hence, the lost invoke their presence and ask for their
guidance when lost in their domicile, as in "The day's head is growing dark."
With these symbols elaborated in addition to having a description of structure and syntax,
I believe an analytical, thematic interpretation of the nursery rhyme is hereby warranted.
Culturally-specific ideas serve as points of references for an audience to understand regional
interactions and thereby connotations of significance. In the Taiwanese worldview, food is
symbolic, all reflecting specific values.
Take for example, the three types of fishes in "Northwest Rain" above. We have Carp
(1.2; as "boy/groom"), Tau Mackerel (1.3; as "brother"), and Catfish (1.4; as "matchmaker). The
social relationship between the different species of fish cannot be attributed so much to their
biology so much as their behavior: Catfish is a bottom feeder (albeit consumed by humans),
hence the affiliation as a third-party matchmaker who deals in money (i.e., the connotations are
similar to certain stigmas Europeans attach to Jews). Tau Mackerel is a higher grade, more
19

common food commodity and hence is an omnipresent, familiar (i.e., "brother," as in the many
siblings in a traditional farming family whereas Carp is not edible but priced as vanity pets. This
hierarchy of food is symbolic in the manner of Pierce's symbols in the sense that the Taiwanese
assign specific foods to specific physical classes and occasions, in adherence to Confucian and
Buddhist values.
Food is valued above money in a moral hierarchy. Whereas the Carp, as a vanity pet,
would represent the romantic ideal of the husband to a potential wife, Tau would represent the

C.A.S. Williams, Chinese Symbolism and Art Motif,s, Rutland, Vermont: Tuttle Publishing.
192-194.
19

14

sustenance and support of the entire family, since Mackerel are food and also travel in schools.
Catfish woman, the bottom feeder who deals with money, then would symbolize the wealth
which they are also able to provide. Note the reference to the Carp's gold in this regard. Also the
"whiskers wet with sweat" not only connotes money-labor but also the double-meaning of
potential deceit: a paid-for love (i.e., through a matchmaker) does not hold the same value as one
that is earned. In other words, Carp Boy's new wife (who is never mentioned in detail) could be
a potential bottom feeder, interested only in money, against Buddhist principles and the ideal
wife. The sweat might also represent the state of mind which makes a potential wife lust after
wealth and status rather than doing her duty.
Just as the Taiwanese believe in traditional Chinese healing principles of balancing yi and
yang as in the properties of food, so do they assign connotations and attributes to specific food
items. This is best illustrated in the following rhyme as transcribed, in which White Egret buys
cake for his aunt:
20

White Egret

White Egret balances bamboo baskets
hung toddling by taut twine on a staff
basketfuls of fish on his narrow shoulders
White Egret drives his long stick legs
deep into the wet paddy trenches
takes a fall

Un, F. "Bttl(il���)," accessed April 17, 2015,
http://www.dang.idv.tw/chi1d.htm#%E7%99%BD%E9%B 7%BA%E9%B 7%A5.
A version of the nursery rhyme transcribed in Han characters:
20

-�-ff�.
-���*���.
sKM•a�.

�-ffl. ��=�So

-��-���o

15

only to find two copper coins
one coin to pick up for a good new year
one coin to buy cake for his grand aunt
Whereas the didactic emphasis in the first rhyme might be the debasement of worldly
goods such as money, the latter part of the rhyme carried another common character: White
Egret. White Egret is comic relief in Taiwanese folk rhymes: he always trips because of his long
legs. In the second rhyme centered on this character, White Egret discovers "two copper coins"
upon tripping - and decides on spending half of the sum "to buy cake for his grand aunt." While
the first rhyme used an abundance of food characters, here we see the importance of food as
investitures of status (i.e., "gift gestures"). "Cake" is specifically for one's eldest aunt as a
highly-prized treat appropriate for someone of an older generation and therefore higher status.
21

This is further evidence for a hierarchy of food and food characters and their symbolic values.
In this rhyme, White Egret trips, spilling his basketfuls of fish, but then stumbles upon two coins
which he uses to but cake for his Aunt. He thus transforms food as sustenance into food as the
recognition ofsocial hierarchy andfilial piety. In "The Northwest Rain Falls," Egret trips over
the puddles in the rice paddy and misses his nest. If, as with Catfish woman, Carp's bride might
potentially lust after wealth, inappropriately for a bride and against Buddhist and Confucian
principles, she would be overlooking her duty as a wife to produce children and, like White
Egret, would "miss her nest."

K.C. Chang, ed. Food in Chinese Culture: Anthropological and Historical Perspectives. 151.
"In Sung, one's eating habits mirror one's social position"

21
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In contrast, Carp is the first but not only non-food commodity that was symbolic in the
following rhyme, the previous Auntie Golden Fire is featured in her own rhyme as Lady Firefly which is more indicative of her higher, other-worldly status:
Lady Firefl/

2

Lady Firefly comes to tea:
but the tea still boils in the pot.
She would have plantain instead;
but the fruit is too cold.
23

Let's have dragon eye if only they needn't be shelled!
Here's a hardy guava
flesh full of seeds
hard as teeth,
making my teeth fall out
with every bite.
Just as the Carp is inedible, so is the Firefly. Whereas she served as an intermediary between the
Land deities and the lost travelers, a messenger between two worlds as symbolized by her being
the only source of light on the dark road in the monsoon rain, here we see a character who can
afford to be a picky eater: each food item is rejected for very specific reasons, implying wealth

22

"!kfi�� (il,��a)," accessed April 17, 2015,

http://www.dang.idv.tw/child.htm#%E7%81%AB%E9%87%91%E5%A7%91
A version of the nursery rhyme transcribed in Han characters:
*��**�·
ffl.lOt;t,

�mm,

:ftffgDJio

fflDR�tff�.

ffi*1tiUiff,

���-���·•
23

:ftffl.ffio

i.Hiff��.ff.

��'.ft-���do

A regional fruit similar to lychee: with juicy white flesh, a hard pit, and a scaly shell.
17

and luxury. Both types of characters and their behaviors and connotations imply status above
what is common, what is eaten - creating a symbolic hierarchy appropriate to illustrate
4

Confucian moral hierarchies2 • As an aunt, in "The Northwest Rain Falls," firefly also represents
elder women in Carp's family or elsewhere in the kinship system. She would thus be a potential
ally for Carp's new wife, much as fireflies provide light for lost travelers. Women, since they
marry into their husband's families, are wanderers and travelers. Firefly also glows like "Carp's
gold." As a fellow wife and traveler, Aunt Golden Fire would share the perspective of an
in-marrying wife and be a potential ally and supporter who would help Carp's wife into the
family and succeed as a wife - perhaps in a similar fashion as the Western fairy godmother. This
symbol helps the two distinct narrative lines in the rhyme become a cohesive Confucian lesson
about marriage.
The Northwest Rain itself is both fertile and destructive and the sign of an uncertain
future. Dark and light symbolism alters throughout the rhyme: Carp's marriage is uncertain.
Aunt Golden Fire and the local deities Land Father and Land Mother are beseeched to help with
the marriage. The deities might represent Carp's wife's parents, whose guiding spirits might set
her on the correct path, not lusting after wealth but having children. Catfish woman is the
potential lust for wealth which could lead Carp's wife to neglect her duties, and White Egret is
the trickster who represents the folly she could thus suffer "only to miss her nest." This rhyme
addresses a potential bride's perspective regarding the prospects and potential problems of
marriage.

Fung Yu-Lan,A Short History of Chinese Philosophy, New York: The Free Press, 1948.
38-48.
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CONCLUSION. What I've accomplished here is the translation of a cluster of three related
nursery rhymes with common characters, linguistic analysis, and a concise symbolic
interpretation that provides an index of symbols and characters for the immigrant and non-native
reader. Food in the Taiwanese oral tradition operates as cultural symbols: this anthropological
argument establishes food as having unique value in what I hope has been established as a
legitimate genre beyond arbitrary artistic merits. This shall suffice as a step towards a full study
and poetic translation, which is beyond the scope of this undergraduate thesis.
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